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No. 6863 (Forests).

FROM

THE HON'BLE MR. H. D. CRAIK, I.C.S.,

Revenue Secretary to Government,

Punjab and its Dependencies,

To

THE CONSERVATOR OP FORESTS, PUNJAB.

J)ated Lahore, Mth March

SIR,

I AM directed to convey sanction to the adoption of the revised working
plan for the Changa Manga plantation for the year 1916-17 to 1935-36 drawn

up by Mr. R. N. Parker, which has been received with letter No. 183 14-W.P.-2

dated 13th March 1917 from the Inspector-General of Forests, copy of which ia

enclosed.

I have the honour to bo,

SIR,

Your -most obedient Servant,

J. G. BEAZLEY,

UNDER-SECRETARY, REVENUE DEPARTMENT)

for Revenue Secretary to Government, Punjab.

No. 6804
( Forests).

COPY forwarded to the

(1) Inspector-General of Forests to the Government of India for

information, with reference to his letter No. 185 14-W.P.-2,
dated 13th March 1917 ;

(2) Senior Secretary to the Financial Commissioners, Punjab, for the

information of the Financial Commissioner.

By order, &c.,

J. G. BEAZLEY,
Under-Secretary to Government, Punjab,

Revenue Department.

UO 26-4-17 -SQPP Labor*
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No. 185 14-W.P.-2, dated 13th Jfereh 1917.

From The Inspector-General of Forests to the Government of India,

To The Revenue Secretary to Government, Punjab.

IN accordance with Article 53 (i) of the Forest Department Code,
I have the honour to forward herewith, for the orders of Local Government, a

revised working plan for the Changa Manga plantation, Lahore Forest Division,

drawn up by Mr. R. N. Parker, Deputy Conservator of Forests, and received

under cover of letter No. 4108, dated 17th February 1917, from the Conservator
of Forests, Punjab (a copy of which is enclosed).

The plan has been prepared on the lines settled by me with the Conser-

vator and the compiler after discussion on the spot, and I reeamnaend it for

sanction.

2 CF -120 28-1-17- SQPP Laliow,
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CHANGA MANGA PLANTA-
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THE first working plan for the Changa Manga plantation was drawn up
introduction

^ Mr< B ' Eibbentr P in 1871-72. At that time
the greater portion of the plantation for which

the plan waa made was not in existence and the plan provided for its formation

and working up to 1880-81 from which year regular working was prescribed.
This plan was not strictly adhered to and in 18^6 a revised working plan was
drawn up by Mr. W. E. D'Arcy. The revised plan provided for the comple-
tion of the cutting over of the plantation, which had been started in 1881-82
under the old plan, in a period of 15 years, so that the first rotation should have

expired in 1895-96. Actually at the end of 1895-96, 538'3 acres were in

arrears and a fresh working plan prepared by Mr. H. A. Hoghton provided for

the felling of these arrears in 1896 97, the felling of the rest of the plantation

being prescribed during the 14 years 1897-93 to 1910-11. The second rotation

accordingly should have been completed in 1910-11, but when Mr. Hoghton's
plan expired there was an arrear of 2,284'8 acres owing to labour difficulties.

No adequate steps having been taken to improve the labour supply these

arrears have even by 1915-16 not been cleared off and what remains is prescrib-
ed for felling under the present plan together with the area which has been

planted up since 1896-97. The plantation may be considered as having passed

through one rotation of 16 years from 1881-82 to 1896-97. The second rotation

comprises the 22 years 1897-98 to 1918-19. The third rotation should start in

1919-20.

2. It is not proposed to repeat the information available in the previous
plans, but only to make such additional remarks as seem necessary. The
previous plans should be consulted for details of irrigation and many other
matters.

3. The gross area of the Changa Manga
reserve stands at 12,523 acres, made up as
follows :

Acres.

Changa Manga Plantation ... ... ... 9,605

Maujoki Jand Extension ... ... ... 686

Shahpur Jand Extension ... ... ... 1,223

Rath Shahpur ... ... ... 1,009

Total ... 12,523

The wooded area of the plantation is 9,097'2 acres. The blanks shown
on the map prepared in 1886 are now mostly stocked and often cannot be
recognized as having once been blank. In many cases these blanks have filled

up naturally. Patches of low ground if surrounded with an earthen embank-
ment and given only a moderate amount of water instead of being flooded to a
depth of several feet readily fill up with mulberry. Patches of high ground
have in most cases been stocked by making broader and deeper trenches at
wider intervals when reopening trenches in compartments in which such blanks
occur. Some work of this nature remains to be done in order to complete the
restocking of blanks due to high ground. Of the 93'9 acres within the compart-
ments which is not stocked, 43'7 acres is occupied by the sale depdt, beldar



quarters, etc., 11 acres near the Canal Department Best House was recently
cleared at the request of that Department leaving only 39'2 acres of true blanks

due mostly to high ground.

4. The outer boundary is marked by a trench with solid stone pillars at

the angles. Smaller stones at the corners of

compartments show the numbers of the compart-
ments. As a rule one square-topped stone is placed where four compartments
meet and indicates by numbers carved on the faces of the stone the numbers of

the compartments.

5. A detailed description of the growing stock compartment by com-
. ,. partment is given in Appendix II and a list of all

Oeneral doicription of the growing .. . . ,
" A

, ,, .

,iock . woody plants found growing naturally in the

plantation as well as of plants which have been

planted and are still found in the compartments (except when represented by a

single specimen) but not including those which have only survived in the rest

house garden or along the metalled road from the rest house to the railway
station, is given in Appendix III. Excluding the standards which are mostly
sissoo, fully 80 per cent, of the growing stock now consists of mulberry (Morua
alba}. This species has spread naturally throughout the plantation being spread

mainly by water.

6. The advent of the mulberry was looked upon as an evil and more
,,

or less energetic steps have been taken from time
Competition between mulberry and , ,.

'
. , ,.

-1
. , ,, , ,,

,: 8foo .
to time to assist the sissoo at the expense of the

mulberry. Thus in compartments 1, '2, 121, 122 and 123 in 1898-99 mulberry
was cut back over 247 acres when the growth was one year old. There is noth-

ing now to show for this work and the measures taken were evidently quite
insufficient to ensure the preservation of the sissoo. The crop in compartments
66, 67 and 68 which were sown with sissoo in 1901-02 and have not yet been

felled, is now in many places pure mulberry. In this case it is almost certain

that the sissoo has not been suppressed by the more rapidly growing mulberry
but that it has been killed over considerable areas by Forties lucidus, and if the

mulberry had not appeared the ground would probably be blank.

7. The sissoo undoubtedly yields a better firewood and a more valuable
timber than the mulberry and at first sight it

Relative ralue of mulberry nd BIBSOO. ,, , . ,, , J ... , .

"

would seem advisable to do something to assist

the former at the expense of the latter. On the other hand the yield of mul-

berry per acre is considerably greater and even at present prices with a 20 years
rotation there is little difference in value between an acre of mulberry and sissoo.

The present average prices of sissoo firewood are based on wood which is largely
cut from standards so that if figures were available showing the value of sissoo fire-

wood from crops 20 years old without any thicker pieces obtained from standards,
the difference in price of sissoo and mulberry firewood would probably disappear

completely. A 20 years old mulberry crop yields a fair amount of timber

t
even under present conditions and if properly thinned would probably yield'

considerably more, so that it is probable that the mulberry is actually the more

profitable of the two.

8. It is not proposed to make any calculations in support of the above
contention as no figures are available showing the value of sissoo firewood cut

from crops 20 years old and also owing to the fluctuations of the market the

calculation if made might not hold good for any length of time. There are,

however, other reasons why the mulberry should be accepted with gratitude and

why it would be unwise to try to maintain any considerable proportion of sissoo.

Recent experiments have shown that repeated cutting back of mulberry in a

compartment during the two years following the felling of the crop at a total

cost of Es. 6 per acre has not been sufficient to ensure the maintenance of the
sissoo. Quite apart from any question of expense it would be a mistake to

employ labour, the supply of which has hitherto been inadequate on a work of

doubtful value. The areas sown up with sissoo about 1900 are now rapidly

becoming mulberry crops owing to the sissoo being killed off wholesale by



Pomes lucidtts and leaving mulberry which occurred in them as an undergrowth
the principal species. Hence it is not advisable to attempt to maintain any

large proportion of sissoo in the crop at the expense of other works such as

thinnings, to say nothing of the final fellings which for years have been badly
in arrears'.

9. Mulberry in Changa Manga is a short-lived tree growing rapidly
but soon becoming hollow. In the absence of

sissoo it has been reserved as standards but is quite
unsuitable for a standard, and in future if only mulberry is available for stand-

ards no standards at all should be reserved. The mulberry standards tried

hitherto suffered greatly from exposure to the sun, those which were not thrown

by wind became very branchy and the heavy shade prevented the satisfactory

growth of the coppice near them. The rapid growth of isolated trees brings
them to early maturity and by the time the coppice is ready for felling the

mulberry standards, should any be left, will almost certainly be hollow. Al-

though this working plan prescribes the system of coppice with standards it

should be noted that much of the regeneration of the mulberry is from seed,

and it would perhaps be more correct to call the system high forest with a short

rotation for mulberry and a longer one for sissoo.

10. The sissoo as already stated has been reduced to the second position
as regards abundance. Originally the only
species sown on a large scale with success, it is

now in many compartments difficult to find a specimen other than a standard.

Two main causes have been at work to bring this about. In early youth mul-

berry is more rapid in growth and ten'ls to suppress sissoo. At what age the

sissoo can hold its own against mulberry is not known, but many instances have
been observed in crops 12 to 16 years old of the sissoo being unable to compete
with the mulberry. The root-parasite, JS'omes lucidus, has spread very consider-

ably in recent years and it can be found in almost every compartment, and, as

already mentioned, it has exterminated sissoo in parts of compartments 66, 67
and 68 which have not been felled yet. "Which of these causes is chiefly res-

ponsible for the disappearance of the sissoo it is impossible to say, but probably
each by itself is sufficient to bring about that result. It is clearly useless to

cut back mulberry with the object of assisting sissoo if the sissoo is to fall a victim
to the fungus. At present the position is that sissoo is rapidly being exter-

minated. As regards the coppice this is of little importance as it is replaced by
mulberry but as regards the standards it is important and they must be replaced
either artificially by sissoo or by other species or the plantation will have to be
worked as pure coppice and the production of building timber will cease. Now
that the proportion of sissoo in the crop has been so greatly reduced it is possible

that^the severity of the fungus attack may diminish, and that it will be always
possible to maintain a proportion of aissoo in the crop, but at present there is no

certainty of this.

11. The Persian lilac is the next most important species. Hitherto it

Persian lilac
^as D0en looked upon as a weed and has been out
back in the young coppice. In spite of this how-

ever, there is a fair proportion in some parts of the plantation, and if it were
desirable it could easily be increased. This tree has hitherto been much neg-
lected and it is by no means the useless weed it has been considered. There is

a demand for the timber at Ee. 0-7-0 to Ee. 0-8-0 per cubic foot, though pro-
bably the demand is not unlimited. A small proportion of Persian lilac should

certainly not be discouraged in the plantation and the proportion should be

regulated by thinnings rather than by wholesale cutting back of the Persian
lilac.

12. The other species most commonly met with are jand,fardsh and

other epcie. phuldi. None of these is to be encouraged ex-

cept in dry places as jand and phuldi are slow in

growth. The phuldi yields much sap-wood and billets of phuldi are very
readily attacked by insects. The fardsh is not valued either as timber or
firewood.



13. The injurious factors which have to be considered are drought,
wind, fungus and wild animals. Occasionally the

to which tht crop u liable
irrigation arrangements do not work smoothly
and this results in late irrigation for some parts

of the plantation. When this happens in a hot dry year such as 1914-15,

crops which receive their annual watering late in the season suffer. Some
compartments did not get water till late in June 1915 and in them the mul-

berry particularly suffered. The damage may have been due in part to
unusual heat since a few mulberry and many toon trees were seen suffering

apparently from drought even though standing near irrigation channels con-

stantly in use. Though perhaps not essential it appears to be advisable to

water every part of the plantation once at least by the end of May if possible
and to water as large an area as possible a second time, rather than to give a

larger quantity of water at the first watering and not to get round the planta-
tion till late in June.

14. "Wind causes a good deal of damage, especially in crops which have

w . . recently been irrigated. Fallen trees occur in

such numbers that it is not possible to collect

more than a portion of them and many valuable stems are left to rot on the

ground. It is not correct to assume that all the wind-fall is due primarily to

wind, as in the case of sissoo standards, it is usual to find that they have first

been attacked by fungus and have only fallen after their roots have become
rotten. In the case of mulberry much of the wind-fall and wind-break is |due
to the very dense state of the crop. The trees have been so drawn up by close

growth that they cannot stand without the support of their neighbours and con-

sequently once the wind gets into such a crop extensive wind-fall results. At
the time of preparing the description of compartments it was noticed in many
places in very dense mulberry crops about 12 years old that at least half of the

crop had been blown down and many compartments which had been densely
stocked were tending to become very open. It is hoped in future by periodic

thinning to prevent most of this damage.

15. The sissoo fungus has been referred to already many times, it is

Fomei lucid**.
Forties lucidus, a fungus which as a saprophyte
attacks many kinds of trees including the mul-

berry, but in the case of sissoo is a dangerous parasite. The symptoms of the
attack vary considerably, sometimes a tree will be found to be dead or dying
and the sporophores may be found on its stem or much more rarely on a super-
ficial root. Occasionally the sporophores may be noticed on a tree which is

apparently quite healthy, and in one instance the writer noticed a tree the
lower portion of the stem of which bore dozens of sporophores on all sides and
yet the foliage appeared quite healthy. Much more usually sissoo trees are
found dead and standing with no external sign of fungus or they will be found
fallen and either green or dying or dead and also as a rule with no external

sign of fungus. Such trees will be found to have the sapwood of the roots

completely rotten though every root may not be attacked up to the time the
tree falls. Although probably more often than not, no sporophores are found
on the trees attacked, yet in the case of large trees a considerable proportion
show them. Whether sporophores are found or not the symptoms are the

same, namely, the sap-wood of one or more or all of the roots of the tree is

rotten, and as there is no reason to suppose that more than one fungus is res-

ponsible for the damage it may be assumed that all sissoo showing these

symptoms have been attacked by Fames lucidus. In compartments 66, 67 and
68 in which the sissoo is now 14 years old the trees have been killed off whole-
sale by the fungus and will be found standing or fallen, with rotten roots,

though it is rare to find one bearing a sporophore. Even seedlings 4 years old
have been found killed by the fungus and its sporophores have been found on
them. The sporophores it may be mentioned occur low down on the stem

commonly forming a ring round the stem at ground level. Occasionally they
occur a few feet above the ground or still more rarely they appear from a

euperficial root.



16. Nothing definite is known about the manner in which the fungus

spreads though it seems fairly certain that it can spread underground from tree

to tree since it is common to see trees in rows such as on the edge of a com-

partment, showing progressive stages of the attack. For example the trees on

either side of a dead tree may be obviously dying and possibly a sporophore

may be found on the next tree in the row though otherwise it appears to be

healthy. This points to what is probably the only practical remedial measure
which is to grow the sissoo in mixed crops. Fomcs luoidus is evidently a wide-

spread and natural enemy of sissoo, since it is found on planted trees on road-

sides and similar places, as well as in unirrigated plantations, such as the

Phillaur and Shahdara plantations. In Changa Manga where sissoo is grown
in large masses under purely artificial conditions the factors are particularly
favourable to the fungus and the damage done has consequently been enormous.

The question which remains to be answered is, will sissoo continue to grow in

Changa Manga or is it doomed to be exterminated ? This is a very important

question as if sissoo cannot be relied upon in future another tree for standards

must be found. Of one thing the writer is convinced and that is that the

fungus attack cannot go on very long at the present rate for there will be no

sissoo left to kill, the only hope for the sissoo is that the damage will probably
become much less as the proportion of sissoo diminishes and the facilities for

the spread of the fungus under ground become less. Eor the present it will be

assumed that it will be possible to grow sissoo in mixture with mulberry
though at the same time every effort should be made to find other trees which
can be grown instead of it, a subject which will be referred to later.

Wild animals.

17. Pigs and nilghai abound in Changa Manga and do considerable

damage to the crops of the villagers surrounding
the plantation. The only harm done by them in

the plantation is to species grown on a small scale. In 1912 Eucalyplus and
Terminalia tomentosa were tried experimentally in compartment 60, the former
were browsed down by nilghii in the winter and the latter were rooted up by pigs
soon after germination. Shooting of these pests should be encouraged all the

year round and permission to hunt and shoot them should be given regardless of

close seasons as there is little prospect of ever being able to do more than reduce
their numbers to reasonable limits.

Past working and yield.

18. Appendix IV gives the areas felled year by year from 1896-97 to

1915-16 with the yield. The yield has undoubt-

edly been rising though, as it varies very greatly
from compartment to compartment and as the compartments have never been
felled at the same age in the 1st and 2nd rotations a direct comparisDn is

impossible. The following figures however show that the yield has risen

considerably :

Compartment number.
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growing stock and tue quality of the soil have improved since the land has been

planted up. All these probably contribute to the rise in the yield.

19. The exterior boundary pillars and concrete blocks for numbering
compartments have all been replaced by pillars

Special works of improvement. J-TIJ. i , n tX I*
1""* 1

of solid stone on which the numbers are carved.
The exterior boundary stones are 48 X 16x9 inches and cost Rs. 4 each ex-
clusive of freight from the Salt Raage to Clianga Manga. The compartment
indicators are 18x8X8 inches and cost Rs. 2 each exclusive of freight.
Annual repairs to boundary pillars are now almost unnecessary and merely
consist in resetting pillars which have fallen or started to fall.

20. According to the prescription in paragraph 23 of Mr. Hoghton's
working plan a portion of Rakh Gaudian was planted up in 1898-97 in order
to straighten the boundary of the plantation. The area thus sown amounted to

158 acres and this has been added to compartments 107, 108, 109 and 110.

Compartments 66, 67 and 63 were sown in 1901-02, the area being 273 acres.

In the same year a portion of the Jand Maujoki extension was sown amount-

ing to 92 acres. Of this area 39 acres was added to compartment 90 and the

rest forms part of a new compartment 126, the balance of compartment 126

consisting of a strip adjac ent to 125 which had hitherto been included in com-

partment 90.

21. Efforts have been made from time to time to introduce other valu-

able trees into the plantation, but except in the case of toon and willoAv the

work has not been very systematic. J\ either the toon nor the willow has been

very successful. Except when planted near irrigation channels the toon doe

not get sufficient water. In the summer of 1915 numbers of toon trees, planted

along the channel which supplies water to the railway station tank and which
is constantly used, died completely or half-down apparently from excessive

lieat, as in that year many toon trees in the Canal Department Rest House

compound also died. The Icon in Changa Manga also suffers severely from
frost and from the toon shoot borer and further efforts to cultivate it are inadvis-

able. The willows tried have been SalLv tetrasperma and Salix babylcnica.
There is no demand for the timber of the former, but there is a small demand
for the latter for cricket bats. It has been tried along irrigation channels and

although the growth is satisfactory the prices obtained for the timber are low.

Moreover the tree is short-lived so that with a rotation of 20 years even with

thinnings there would probably be a great waste of timber owing to trees dying"
before the fellings came round if it were grown on a large scale, as the timber

is not durable and a dead tree rapidly becomes rotten.

22. Of more interest than the actual revenue and expenditure of the

Changa Manga plantation is the question Has the
Financial results of the plantation.

'
. .cj.ii T , i o A

plantation proved a profitable undertaking r Any
calculation made from actual revenue and expenditure figures is apt to be mis-

leading as many items must be taken into consideration which do not appear in

the accounts. As the Forest Department accounts are not kept in such a way
as to show the result of an investment which the plantation represents, a better

idea can be obtained by making out an account showing what a private person
or firm, supposing they were able to borrow money at 4 per cent, could expect
to obtain as interest on the capital invested. The first qxiestion is What sum
must be borrowed ? or in other words What is the capital which has been spent
on the plantation ? The value of the land at the time the plantation was start-

ed was Rs. 11 per acre. The plantation was started in 1 866-67, but as separate

money figures for that year are not available it is necessary to consider it as

having been started in 1867-68 in which year the revenue and expenditure of

1866-C57 have been included. Regular working was started in 1880-81 conse-

quently no return on the capital can be expected during the period 1867-68 to

1880-81 and interest on the suras spent has to be charged to capital. The
revenue during the period the plantation was under formation is not expected
to pay a percentage on the capital and has consequently been deducted from
the expenditure. The following calculation shows that the capital invested



amounts to Us. 6,73,769 of -which Eg. 1,25,499 represents the value of the

land :

TEA*.



24. The following table gives the revenue, expenditure and surplus for

the period 1881-82 to 1915-16. The expenditure includes l-5th of the Lahore

Divisional and 9-10ths of the Ohunian Range charges:

Turn.
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cent, on the capital invested in it whereas since then it has paid more than 4

per cent. As the plantation is at first unable to pay 4 per cent, interest result-

ing in a loss if the money invested were borrowed, whereas subsequently it 13

able to pay more than 4 per cent,, the losses may be paid out of subsequent

profits by the creation of a separate fund, this fund being a temporary addition

to the capital to be paid off as soon as circumstances admit. The following
statement shows the accumulation and paying off of these arrears of interest ;

YBAE.
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26. From the above statement it will be seen that the financial position

was at its worst in 1898-99 when the accumulated arrears of interest amounted
to Bs. 4,78,018. It is perhaps not a coincidence that in the year from which
the position begins to improve the fellings were in compartments which had
all previously been cut over, whereas in 1897-98 some of the compartments
were still being felled for the first time. By 1913-14 the whole of the arrears

of interest had been paid off and up to that date the plantation had just paid
4 per cent, on all the money invested in it, leaving Rs. 17,710 as profit.

Continuing the statement to the year 1915-16 it will be seen that in a very
few years at the present rate the plantation could pay off the whole of its

capital and there would remain a property the value of which has increased

enormously since the plantation was started in 1867. .

27. The timber produced in the plantation is the most paying product
and it is more readily disposed of than firewood,
hence every endeavour should be made to in-

erease the supply of timber at the expense of firewood. The following classes

of timber are sold :

ClaM.
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29. With the exception of a few dry standing or fallen trees which are
sold to local villagers and are cut and extracted

by them, the whole of the produce is cut and
carried to the sale dep&t near the Changa Manga Railway Station. The

carriage is done partly by tramway and partly by carts. The tramway is used
for the carriage of firewood cut in main fellings, whereas logs and dry windfall

wood are mostly carried by carts. The rates paid for carriage from the forest

to the sale depot are :

(1) JBy tramway. Re. 1-0-0 per 1,000 cubic feet for loading and un-

loading. Re 0-8-0 per 1,000 cubic feet per mile for carriage. For

logs half the rate paid for carriage by carts.

(2) J5y carts. Logs Re. 1-1-0 per sissoo log over 10 cubic feet and Re. 0-8-6

for logs of 10 cubic feet or less. Mulberry logs Re. 0-8-0 per 12 feet

log over 10 cubic feet and Re. 0-7-0 for logs of 10 cubic feet and

less, 5 feet logs Re. 0-2-6 each. Thick firewood Rs. 5 per 1,000
cubic feet for blocks I and III, Rs. 6-0-0 per 1,000 cubic feet for

blocks II and IV. Thin firewood rates are Re. 1-0-0 per 1,000
cubic feet less than those for thick firewood.

30. The most important markets for firewood are Lahore and Amritsar.

The thin firewood all goes to Lahore, as being a
Marieti for firewood. 111 ^ j. *j. 3 j_ j_ jTT*

bulky product it does not pay to rail it far.

Smaller quantities of firewood are taken to Dhariwal, Ferozepore, Gujranwala
and Sialkot. The demand in Sialkot is for thick mulberry for timber and only
stacks which contain suitable pieces are bought.

31. The Changa Manga plantation is the only important forest in the

The P ret staff
Chunian Range and the head-quarters of the

Range are situated in the plantation. The staff

consists of a Forest Ranger, a Deputy Ranger, 4 Foresters for the 4 blocks and
one for the depdt and 20 Forest Guards. There is a permanent staff of labourers

(called beldars) living in the plantation, the full number for whjch quarters are

available is 100, but at present not more than 80 are actually employed owing
to the demand for labour in the Lower Ban Doab Oanal Colony. The beldars are

paid a daily wage of Re. 0-5-0, Re. 0-5-6 and Re. 0-6-0, the increment of Re. 0-0-6

being earned by a year of service. In addition each man obtains a free house,

vegetable patch and grazing for 2 cows and 2 calves. After the first year each

man is allowed 3 cows and 3 calves. No further concession in the way of graz-

ing should be permitted as it is already difficult to control and often causes

damage to the plantation.

32. The labour supply has during the last few years been a great and con-

The labour sn i
stant difficulty. The supply of local labour is

sufficient for the needs of the plantation if the
men were more regular in their habits, but the local men cannot be depended
upon to work steadily. Moreover, the system of giving advances which has
been long in force, has made the local labour difficult to control. No man will

come out to work without an advance of pay and having taken the advance
there is no guarantee that he will ever work it off. The only solution appears
to be to import outside labour during the felling season, i.e., October to March.
This has always been done hitherto, but sufficient labour to do the whole of the

fellings has not been imported and consequently a portion of the work has been
done by local coolies. In future it will probably bo found advisable to import
sufficient men to carry out the whole of the final fellings and to use the local

labour on thinnings. The latter can be spread more or less over the year as there
is not the same importance in getting the thinnings done by the end of March as

there is in the case of the coppice fellings. It will of course be necessary to

pay imported coolies at a higher rate than local men, but the rates paid for fell-

ing hitherto will sooner or later have to be raised as they are far lower than
those paid by traders who buy wood standing in the Lahore Division.
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PART II.

Proposals for future working.

33. The objects of management will be to obtain the highest annual
revenue possible consistent with the supply of timber and firewood to Lahore
and other markets in the vicinity. With this object it is necessary to abandon
the rotation of 15 years under which the plantation has been nominally worked

hitherto, and it is proposed to substitute one of 20 years. Fortunately at the

present time owing to the fellings being in arrears the crops now being felled

are considerably older than 15 years, so that the change can be made at once

without reducing the yield.

34 The following figures show that a rotation of 20 years is more pro-
fitable than one of 15 years : An area of

464-3 acres felled at the age of 14, 15 and 16

years, the areas of 14 and 16 years old crop being equal to one another, yielded
on the average 2,678 culiic feet stacked of thick and 749 cubic feet stacked of

thin firewood per acre. An area of 596 acres felled at the age of 19, 20 and
21 years, the areas of 19 and 21 years old crop being equal to one another,

yielded 4,238 cubic feet stacked of thick and 1,323 cubic feet stacked of thin

firewood per acre. To obtain a fair and representative figure the areas for

which the yields have been taken in the above calculation are situated in 9

compartments in the case of the 14, 15 and 16 years old crops and 11 compart-
ments in the case of the 19, 20 and 21 years old crops. They were all in com-

partments felled for the second time. The yield of timber from standards does

not affect the consideration of the rotation of the coppice as it is of little

importance whether standards are to be, grown for 3 rotations of 15 years or for

2 rotations of 20 years. The thin wood is also best left out of account as the

figures for it represent the amount which was actually extracted and utilized

rather than the maximum amount which could be collected. Taking the area

of the plantation at 9,000 acres with a 15 years rotation the annual coupe is

600 acres, yielding 2,678 cubfc feet stacked of thick wood per acre = 1.606,800

cubic feet stacked. With a 20 years rotation the annual coupe is 450 acres,

yielding 4,238 cubic feet stacked of thick wood per acre = 1,907,100 cubic feet

stacked. Apart from the fact that 20 years old mulberry wood is worth more
than 15 years old mulberry wood (at present about Us. 8 and Us. 6 per hundred

cubic feet stacked respectively) 5>
the actual outturn with a 20 years rotation

being greater, the 450 acre coupe is worth more than the 600 acre coupe.

Further, if the 15 years rotation were adhered to almost all the mulberry
timber which is now produced and which is a very important source of revenue

would be lost.

Since a 20 years rotation pays so much better than a 15 years one the

obvious question to ask is
"
why stop at 20 years

"
? Would not a rotation of

25 or even 30 years pay better still ? To answer this question it is necessary
to have figures of yields of crops 25 30 years old, which are not available at

present. Any one who saw the crops now being felled at 22-23 years old

would admit that they should have been felled some time ago as crops of this

age tend to open out very much and there is a constant loss of Valuable timber

from windfalls. It is not uncommon to find a mulberry undergrowth coming

up owing to the thinning out of the cover, and it seems probable that if in

Changa Manga a rotation of 30 years were adopted the crops would open out

very nmch and regenerate themselves naturally before the fellings came round,

so that a 30 years old crop would look more like one 5 years old in which an

excessive number of standards had been left.

35. A similar effect to increasing the rotation but probably without
the disadvantage of making the crop very open
can be produced by periodic thinnings, and these

will in future be introduced. The effect of regular thinnings on the rotation is

not easy to foresee and it is quite possible that the rotation could profitably be

reduced to 18 or 17 years with periodic thinnings. The effect of the thinnings
on the crop will be to increase the quantity and improve the quality of the
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mulberry timber. In a 20 years old crop which has been repeatedly thinned,

almost every stem should yield a log of 5 feet length and most of them
one of 12 feet, whereas at present only one tree out of several gives a 5|
feet log and one out of many a log of 12 feet. As has been remarked already
timber pays better than firewood. A good stack of mulberry firewood may
be sold for Es. 9 per hundred cubic feet which is roughly equivalent to

Ee. 0-2-6 per cubic foot solid. Persian lilac ballas which if cut up into fire-

wood reduce the value of mulberry stacks can be sold (at any rate in small

quantities) at annas 5 per cubic foot. Hence timber of the poorest quality is

worth twice as much as the best class of mulbery firewood, consequently as

much as possible of the outturn should be sold as timber. The thinnings will

necessarily yield only firewood and this will in future have to be sold together
with the whole of the final yield. Moreover, in a few years other plantations
such as Kot Lakhpat and Chichawatni will be supplying firewood and hence
the more the Changa Manga timber outturn can be increased the better it will

be both for Changa Manga and for Chichawanti and Kot Lakhpat which will

necessarily be unable to supply any appreciable amount of timber in the first

rotation and will compete with Ghanga Manga in the firewood market. At
present a sudden increase in the supply of mulberry or Persian lilac timber
would probably be followed by a considerable fall in prices, and it is possible
that the plantation can supply more of these timbers than there is a demand
for, but it seems much more likely that any fall in prices will be temporary
and will be followed by an increase in the demand owing to the timber bein"

put to new uses, and a return to the original prices.

36. Appendix I gives a tabular statement of the fellings. In the first

year the areas planted up and not yet felled in

compartments 66, 67, 68 and 90 will be felled

along with compartments 106 and 107. These areas should have been felled
at the time fellings were made in the adjacent compartments and as this has
not been done it is desirable to fell them as soon as possible so that the com-
partments may be taken in their proper sequence when fellings come round
again without sacrificing immature growth. It will be noted that these areas
are prescribed for felling twice during the working plan period. Thus com-
partment 66 will be felled once in 1916-17 and again in 1930-31 at 14 years
old, and compartments 67 and 68 in the following year at 15 years old. Simi-

larly, the greater part of compartment 90 will be felled a second time in the

working plan period at the)age of 17 years. Thus the total area of the 20
coupes to be felled comes to 9,479 acres, whereas the total area of the plantation
within compartment boundaries amounts to 9,19T1 acres.

37. As far as possible in the past fellings have been made between 1st

Manner of execute tha felling,.
October " 31S* Mtadb. A this should be COn-
tmued. There is no sylvicultural objection to

fellings being made between 1st April and 30th September if it is desired to
finish off arrears and labour can be obtained at this season, but as there are
other works which require to be done at this time of year it is more convenient
to finish the main fellings by 31st March. The wood cut is usually left for
12 months to dry before being carried to dep6t, and hitherto it has been
usual to carry firewood by tramway and logs by carts as the removal of
the logs has generally been in advance of removals of firewood. This leads
to waste since for compartments 90 105 the present rates for carriage of

logs by cart and by tramway are Ee. 1-1-0 and Ee. 0-8-6 per log, conse-
quently logs should, as far as possible, be carried by tramway and the
removal of the firewood and timber should proceed evenly. It may be
noted, however, that the demand for mulberry timber is for green wood
and consequently the mulberry timber is removed as soon as possible
after felling by carts. When the yield of .mulberry timber increases it will be
a matter for consideration whether it is better to continue removing the mul-
berry logs by carts or whether the tramway should be laid as soon as the lo^s
are ready for removal. Having laid the tramway for mulberry logs it will be
necessary either to leave it idle for 12 months" till the firewood is dry and fit
for removal or it can be taken up and relaid for the removal of firewood.
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As mulberry and sissoo firewood are stacked separately it is usual to fell

the crops in two stages, first the mulberry, with which all other species un-

suitable for standards are included, such as fardah, jand, van, phuldi, etc., is

felled and stacked. When this has been done the standards are marked for

reservation and the remainder of the crop is felled, finally the excess of stand-

ards and any standards broken or damaged are felled and the work is complete.
This plan may suitably be continued in future, but as the number of species in

the plantation increases it will be more difficult to arrange as it will be neces-

sary to reserve siris, toon, eucalyptus, Gmelina arborea, etc., as standards to

make up for a deficiency of sissoo, but it is clearly useless to reserve such trees

as Persian lilac or tallow and a pure coppice would be preferable to a stored

coppice with such trees as standards.

38. Hitherto following European practice it has been customary to

dress the stools after felling, but during the last

few years this practice has been given up. No-

thing can be urged in favour of stool-dressing as even assuming a dressed stool

produced more vigorous coppice shoots than an undressed one, which is not the

case, seedling reproduction of mulberry is so vigorous that coppice reproduction
could be dispensed with altogether and a pure seedling crop will undoubtedly

give a better yield of timber at 20 years old than will a coppice crop. Stool-

dressing will therefore be given up in future as it has been during the past
few years, but low cutting must be insisted on.

39. In fery many compartments it will be found quite impossible

f tncf rcu

'

* ^^ sufficient sissoo stems to leave as stand-

ards to replace those felled. In such cases in

Mr. Hoghton's working plan (paragraph 22) the reservation of mulberry
standards was prescribed. This has proved to be a mistake and in future

no mulberry standards should be reserved. Most of the objections to mul-

berry as a standard apply equally to Persian lilac and this species should

also not be reserved. Persian lilac stems grown in dense crops for 20 years and

then suddenly opened out and exposed as standards would almost all be thrown
or broken by wind. If any survived for another 20 years they would probably
become hollow. During the past few years it has been the custom in order to

try to make up for a deficiency of standards, in the absence of young sissoo

stems, to leave almost all the standards which were found in the crop at the

time of felling. This is a great mistake and in many coupes now about 3 7

years old\ numbers of standards have fallen and rotted on the ground, as a

fallen stem is so difficult to extract from a dense young coppice crop that it

is usually not attempted. Thus much valuable mature timber has not been
cut and has been allowed to rot in the plantation instead. Instances can be

found of trees being left in group in order to try and obtain 15 standards per
acre on the average, thus in places the standards are so close together that they
have prevented the satisfactory growth of the mulberry and elsewhere in the

same compartment there may be no standards at all.

40. In 1919-20 when the crop is being cut for the third time it will be
. , ,

. . . , , necessary to cut almost every standard in the
Artificial replacement of itandardi. .

J
, ,. , , it i i i

coupe including those on the outer boundary and
on road -sides since standards which have already gone through three rotations

are f\x\\y mature and if left for a fourth rotation of 20 years would run a

great risk of dying before the end of the period. Hence such standards

should ordinarily be felled and not kept merely to make up for a deficiency in

standards of smaller size. In many compartments there is practically nothing
but mulberry and Persian lilac in the underwood and as neither of these can be

left as standards there will be scarcely any standards left after the felling, con-

sequently the standards will have to be replaced artificially. In replacing
standards sufficient should be ^provided to furnish 15 20 standards per acre

as well as a single line along compartment roads and a double line along the

outer boundary. The best method of doing this remains to be ascertained, and
in offering some suggestions on the subject the choice of the species to be grown

also be considered,
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The possibility of it becoming impossible to grow sissoo on a large scale

in Changa Manga has already been referred to in paras. 10 and 16 and conse-

quently although it is advisable to continue to try to grow it for the present,
the possibility of it becoming absolutely necessary to find a substitute makes it

desirable to experiment with other promising trees.

The best method of maintaining sissoo standards will probably be to clear

mulberry and weeds in the coupe after felling so as to prevent the sissoo which

springs up freely from seed and rootsuckers from suppression by mulberry. The
clearing should be done in strips and will also result in maintaining a proportion
of sissoo in the coppice and save it from being completely driven out by mul-

berry. For many reasons an admixture of sissoo is desirable, but as explained in

paras. 7 and 8 it is not advisable to attempt to maintain sissoo as the principal

species. The clearing of mulberry, &c., will therefore be done primarily to obtain

young standards and secondly to preserve an admixture of sissoo in the coppice.
The cleared strips will require constant attention for 3 or 4 years to prevent
the mulberry obtaining the upper hand, and ifc is suggested that they be 100
feet apart from centre to centre and 20 feet wide. This will mean preserving
20 per cent, of sissoo in the crop in addition to any found scattered over the
rest of the coupe. As regards trees other than sissoo, of those at present found
... in Changa Manga Albizzia I/ebbek and Gmelina
Bpeeiet to be tried M itndrd. , ~, V. , p _, .

aroorea and possibly some species of Eucalyptus
are likely to prove satisfactory substitutes for sissoo as standards.

Very little can be said on the cultivation of the trees named except
Eucalyptus. The species of Eucalyptus known to do well in Changa Manga as

proved by specimens cultivated for a sufficient length of time to show their

growth and also to flower and reveal their identity are :

Eucalyptus teretioornis This is the fastest and straightest grower.
The wood requires to be sawn up green rejecting the core of the

logs, otherwise it splits very badly. Even with these precau-
tions there is likely to be considerable waste.

Euca'yptns rostrata. Similar in a'most all respects to E. tereticornis,

but not so straight in growth.

Eucalyptus siderophloia, Eucalyptus crebra, Eucalyptus paniculata.
All three are valuable timbers in Australia and grow well in

Changa Manga. Eucalyptus paniculata is probably the most

promising. All three are slow in growth compared with

Eucalyptus rostrata.

Eucalyptus melanophloia. Is apt to be straggly for the first year or
two but soon straightens and grows well. Nothing is known
as to the quality of the timber, but it appears to be hard and
durable.

JE/ucalyptus citriodora. Grows well in Ohanga Manga and forms a

very straight clean bole. Not a promising tree for cultivation

on a large scale as seedlings are more difficult to grow than

many other kinds of Eucalyptus and the diameter growth is

poor.

Very many other kinds of Eucalyptus have been tried especially during
the last few years, but at present the only one which seems to be as good as

most of the species mentioned is Eucalyptus saligna. Of the species tried this

is the only one which approaches Eucalyptus tereticornis and Eucalyptus
rostrata in rapidity of growth. Many other species doubtless can be grown, but
under Changa Manga conditions rapidity of growth is the first consideration

and provided the timber produced is fairly good the fastest grower will probably
pay best.

One experiment has been tried with the object of introducing

Eucalyptus standards in compartment 60. In the autumn of 1912 Eucalyptus
seed was sown as soon as the monsoon was over, that is about the middle of
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September. The seedlings were potted off into 4-inch pots as soon as possible
in order to get plants big enough to plant out early in the irrigation season.
In May 1913 the plants then about 812 inches high were planted out in com-

partment 60. Several species were tried including Eucalyptus rostrata,

Eucalyptus tereticornis and Eucalyptus siderophloia. The growth of the first

two was excellent and by November it was evident that they could hold their

own against mulberry coppice without further attention. During the cold
weather almost every plant was browsed down by nilghai and many were
broken off. In spite of this, however, many recovered in the spring and at

present there are a considerable number left about 20 30 feet high which pro-
mise to make excellent standards though nllghai still damage them by gnawing
the bark. The kinds left are mostly Eucalypttis tereticornis and rostrata,

It seems evident that Eucalyptus tereti'orni and rostrata can be grown as

standards without any great difficulty. Whether in the event of sissoo failing it

is advisable to grow these species is another matter. As already noted the timber

should be sawn up green and hence a saw mill will be necessary and the trees

must be grown on a scale sufficient to justify the mill. Eucalyptus paniculata
and crebra produce more valuable timbers than Eucalyptus tereticornis and

rostrata, and although not so rapid in growth it is possible that they could be

grown with a little more assistance in the way of cutting back mulberry and

consequently before selecting Eucalyptus tereticornis and rostrata experiments
should be made with Eucalyptus creh'a and paniculata. With no species of

Eucalyptus can natural reproduction by seed be expected in Changa Manga,
and as they are wanted as standards coppice reproduction is of no use, conse-

quently it will be necessary to plant standards at each felling. If trees of 6-7

feet girth can be got in two rotations or 40 years as seems probable with

Eucalyptus the money spent on planting will probably be well invested.

41. Hitherto with the main fellings getting more and more into arrears,

. thinnings have not been attempted except on a
small scale as an experiment. With a 15 years

rotation and an outturn consisting almost entirely of firewood thinnings were

not very important, but row that the rotation has been raised to 20 years in

order to increase the yield and the proportion of timber produced, thinnings
which have the same object are most important, and it is necessary to get them
done. The thinnings would be worth doing for the benefit of the final yield
even if it were necessary to raise the rates for cutting and stacking considerably
to attract labour and get them done so that they in themselves were not profit-

able. No such rise in the rates, however, is called for at present though, if

double the present rates were paid, the thinnings would still more than cover

expenses.

Thinnings made hitherto in 6 12 years old crops have yielded roughly

1,000 cubic feet stacked per acre in each case, but it cannot be said than a crop
thinned at 6 years old will, if thinned again at 12 years, give another 1,000 cubic

feet stacked per acre. If the final yield of a thinned area is affected in any way
it should be increased rather than diminished if a suitable interval has

elapsed since the last thinning, but it cannot now be said that this will be

the case. In a few years a good deal more about thinnings in Changa Manga
will be known than now and consequently it is proposed to prescribe the

thinnings tentatively for a period of 6 years at the end of which a fresh scheme

should be drawn up.

42. The objects sought to be attained by the thinnings are (1) to

increase the quantity of the outturn by re-
Aee of the crops to b thinned. . j i 1-1 j. t 11 j j/i

covering material which at present falls to the

ground and rots, (2) to increase the yield of timber by assisting promising
stems and cutting out badly grown coppice shoots, and (3) to regulate the

mixture and save as far as possible promising stems of sissoo, siris, etc., from

suppression by mulberry. The first of these objects necessitates thinnings

repeated at frequent intervals and the last two make it desirable to carry out

the first thinning as early as possible. The mulberry crops in Changa Manga
are so de nse and so sensitive to any great interruption of the cover that it is
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impossible to open them out sufficiently in one operation to prevent them
becoming congested again in a few years without cutting so -many stems
that those left are unable to stand upright. Hence it is considered that 3

thinnings will be required. Two thinnings would have advantages over 3, in

that they would be easier to carry out, but it is doubtful if in 2 thinnings
the immense number of stems which have to disappear between the ages
of 5 and 20 years, can be removed without the risk of the stems left being
too isolated to stand. The first thinning should take place at 6 years. A
thinning earlier than this would have advantages, but the crops until they
have been opened to grazing are so dense that it is difficult to enter them
and consequently thinnings in 5 years old coupes would be very difficult to

carry out. During the 20 years, 1916-17 to 1935-36, the average age of the

crops to be felled will be about 22 years, hence if 3 thinnings are to be

made starting at 6 years, the second and third thinning should be at 11 and 16

years respectively. The following thinnings are therefore prescribed :

7. Tkinningt (6 years old crops).

Tear*.
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From a syMcultural point of view the first thinning is probably the
most important, but from the revenue side the second and third will be found
more profitable. When work gets into arrears it will be advisable to do the

thinnings prescribed for the year before trying to clear off arrears. If it :s

impossible to carry out the whole scheme it will be better to leave the second

thinning entirely and finish I and III rather than to have arrears in all

three.

44. The first thinning should be made as heavy as possible without
T, , , ,, ,. damage to the crop. As far as possible allBulea for the marking of thinnings. 111 , i , f , ", .

crooked shoots should be removed, seedlings being
straighter than coppice shoots and less liable to decay at the base should be
favoured. If it is not advisable to remove all the shoots in a coppice clump
they should be reduced to 3 or 4 or even fewer.

In the second thinning at 11 years there is far less scope for choice
and consequently less opportunity for improving the crop. Suppressed trees
which will soon die jjif left should be cut and removed together with dead
stems which are not rotten. The crop left can then be thinned. Again
a fairly heavy thinning would be desirable if it were not for the stems which
have been accustomed to be supported by their neighbours being unable to
do without some support.

The third thinning at 16 years should aim mainly at opening out pro-
mising stems so that they may put on a good' girth increment during the re-

maining 6 years of their life.

The intensity to which it is safe to thin is at present unknown and can

only be found out practically. If the thinnings are over-done they may^ do
harm rather than good though it must be remembered that unthinned crops at

present often suffer very severely from wind. On the other hand, if done pro-

perly they will increase the yield probably by 40 per cent, or even more,
tin, :

I Thinning, say, 800 cubic feet stacked per acre.

II Thinning, say, 400 cubic feet stacked per acre,

III Thinning, say, 400 cubic feet stacked per acre.

Total 1,000 cubic feet stacked per acre.

45. The cutting back of mulberry in strips has already been referred to

Cleanings d weeding
&SP*W if ^ M decided to gTOW sisSOO stand-

.

ards. In the past it has also been customary, at

least once during the first year and often more frequently and occasionally

again in the second and rarely also even in the third year, to go over the coppice
coupe cutting back weeds, with which hitherto Persian lilac has been included.

Although it is not proposed to cut back Persian lilac wholesale as a weed in

future there are weeds particularly Saccharum Munjq
"
kdnet

"
and Chenopo-

dium album "bdthu" which are apt to overrun the coupe and suppress all

other growth. These must be kept down by weeding as hitherto and it is sug-
gested that mulberry coppice shoots be cut back at the same time whenever

mulberry seedling regeneration is sufficient to enable coppice to be dispensed
with entirely. If pure seeding crops can be grown the timber yield will be im-

proved and there will be less loss from windfalls. Windfall isvery often due
to the rotting of a big mulberry stump surrounded by coppice shoots, the shoots

under these conditions are easily blown over in a direction radially away from

stump and if one shoot goes the rest frequently follow and cause a big hole in

the canopy.

46. After the fellings have been made and the wood has been remove
it used to be the custom to burn the brushwood

Re-opening irrigation trenches. j f Ik i.- i j> 11 iand refuse, but it has been found cheaper to heaP

|t up between the irrigation trenches and leave it to rot on the ground which it
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does in 3-4 "years. Apart from questions of expense the giving up of the burn-

ing of the brushwood is of advantage in that the work was frequently carelessly
done and caused much damage to standards and also at times to fuel stacks.

In plots where kdna is very dense and standards are few it may be ad"isable to

burn the felling area to facilitate the removal of kdna, but ordinarily the brush-

wood should merely be piled between the irrigation trenches. The trenches

should then be re-opened the earth being thrown in the middle between the

trenches unless seed is to be soAvn when the earth from the trench must be piled

|n a ridge on one side. The object of re-opening the trenches is to facilitate

irrigation and ensure the even distribution of the water. "Without the trenches

under the present system of irrigation pieces of high ground would get very
little water whereas the ground around at the normal level would be given far

more than necessary as it would be taking up water as fast as it could percolate

away (vide D'Arcy paragraph 31) until it had been flooded to a depth sufficient

to moisten the high ground. Patches of high ground are usually not very
absorbent so that if the water supply were stopped as soon as the high pieces
were moistened, the water might not have sunk into the soil at the high level

more than a few inches, whereas normally in Changa Manga after irrigation the

soil is saturated to a depth of several feet.

47. Blanks in Changa Manga capable of being stocked amount to an
estimated area of 39' 2 acres only. These are

aowings and planting) and re-stocking . , , , , . , i , . .',

blanks. mostly due to high ground and although a good
deal has been done towards restocking patches of

high ground some work of this nature still remains. A little extra expense is

all that is required in digging deeper trenches through the high grouad when
the trenches in the compartment are being re-opened. When the difference in

level amounts to more than 3 feet which is seldom the case, every second or

third trench should be dug 2 feet wide and deep enough to carry water through
the mound. It is not expected that this work will prove prof.table owing to

the gain in area, but it is justifiable as a great deal has already been done and

comparatively little remains to complete the work. Blanks due to kdna or

similar causes other than level, should be re-sown after the fellings. Sissoo

or siris might be sown in case sufficient mulberry does not come up naturally.
The outer edge of the plantation is distinctly worse stocked than the interior

and it is usually possible when walking towards the boundary through the

plantation to tell by the nature of the growth that the end is approaching be-

fore it is possible to see the light ahead through the trees. The time has come
not to reserve mature trees merely because they are on the outer boundary,
consequently after the next felling it will be advisable to create a wind-break
round the outer edge. If Eucalyptus plants are available they might be plant-
ed in a double row and a line of Acacia Farnesiana sown between them along
the outer boundary. If hot dry winds could be kept out of the plantation the

growth inside would be improved.

48. All the forest roads in Changa Manga were originally made 16
feet wide except for 2, main roads of 32 feet,

Btnughtemng roads. . . .
r,

,
,

'

one on either side or the canal running through
the plantation approximately parallel to the canal. In course of years owing
to the constant repairing of passels, roads which were originally straight have
become crooked and the width in many places has been greatly reduced. At
the time of starting the fellings in any compartment the roads round it should
be straightened and brought to their original full width before any stacking
of wood is commenced. The roads bounding compartments 90 126 are those
which require most attention as they were seldom quite straight in the first

instance. In the rest of the plantation very little beyond slight widening
here and there is required.

49. Appendix V shows the areas irrigated each year from 1896-97 to

irrigation.
1915-16. Mr. D'Arcy in paragraph 2iof his

working plan for Changa Manga says
" The

adequate irrigation of the plantation is the most important circumstance affect-

ing its management.
"

This fact cannot be too strongly emphasised and all
work must give way to irrigation whenever water is available. Occasionally
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the Forest Department has been asked to take water by the Canal Department
and the local Forest Officer has refused to accept it on the grounds that the

beldars were employed on other works than irrigation. As the plantation now

gets so iruic i less water than formerly and the water supply is likely to get worse

rather than to improve, all works must give way to irrigation until the whole

area has been "watered twice, which since the total area within compartment
boundaries amounts to 9,191 acres means until at least 18,382 acres has been
watered. An area of this size has only twice been exceeded, viz., in 1896-97 and

1899-1900 and it is unlikely to be approached again.

Mr. D'Arcy in paragraph 25 gives an abstract of the correspondence be-

tween the Canal and Forest Departments which ended in a contract being drawn

up for a period of 10 years from 1st April 1884. This contract worked well up
to 31st March 1894 when it was proposed by the Forest Department to renew it

on the same terms for a further period of 10 years. The Canal Department
pointed out that as the areas irrigated during the past two years (1892-93 and

1893-94, the years immediately following the remodelling of the irrigation

works) had been so much larger than the average of the previous 8 years, the

fixed sum of Rs. 13,800 paid annually by the Forest Department for water
should be increased. A sum of Rs. 2-4-0 per acre per annum was asked for or

Rs. 18,000 in all, assuming the area irrigated to be 8,000 acres, which was

approximately the average of the "first waterings
"
during the past decade.

Under this arrangement any second or third waterings were not to be charged
for. The Forest Department pointed out that during 1892-93 and 1893-94 an

exceptionally large area had been irrigated because of unusually heavy rains in

consequence of which water was not required in large quantity by agriculturists
and was given to the plantation rather than let it escape back into the river.

The figures of watering during April, May and June in those years showed no

great difference from the average. It was feared that owing to the great in-

crease in the demands of cultivators for water, in a dry year the plantation might
not get sufficient water during April, May and June. (Mr. Elliot, Conservator

of Forests, remarked " unless water is given at this time (April-June) the plan-
tation suffers irretrievably and no amount of irrigation at other times will repair
the damage done.") The Forest Department agreed to the enhanced rate, but

asked in return that sufficient water to irrigate 8,687 acres once thoroughly

during the dry months of April, May and June be guaranteed by the Canal

Department. This raised an old question on which the two departments had

always differed, namely, the amount of water really necessary to irrigate a forest

plantation. The Superintending Engineer, Bari Doab Canal, from figures show-

ing the total quantity of water supplied and the area irrigated for the 8 years
1886-87 to 1893-94, found that on the average 3 06 feet of water were required
all over the area irrigated between 1st April and 30th June. He remarked
"there is no reason why the Forest Department like all other users of canal

water should not be urged to practice economical distribution,
" and to induce

them to do so undertook to guarantee only a depth of 2'5 feet. The agreement
now in force was accordingly drawn up guaranteeing as a minimum the supply
of 946 X 106 cubic feet of water between 1st April and 30th June annually (i.e.,

sufficient to flood 8,687 acres to a depth of 2'5 feet).

From the point of view of the Forest Department the present agree-
ment drawn up originally for the period 1st April 1894 to olst March 1904,

and subsequently extended to 31st March 1914 and again to 31st March 1924,

has been satisfactory.

50. The area permitted to be irrigated under the agreement is the

whole Changa Manga Reserve and not merely
ExtenBion of the area irrigated. ,-, o />oir i_ i J J.T. a K t 4-

the 8.687 acres for which a depth of 2'5 feet is

guaranteed. Additions and extensions have brought the irrigated area up to

9,191 acres, but owing to increased demand for water by agriculturists the

Canal Department has declined to increase the minimum supply guaranteed.

Twenty years ago considerably more than the minimum supply contracted for

was given by the Canal Department, but of recent years surplus water has de-

creased owing to extension of cultivation and the minimum supply has been

more and more nearly worked down to. In the 12 months, April to March
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considerably more than 943 X 10* cubic feet of water, the guaranteed minimum,.
is supplied, but the size of the plantation is limited to the area whith can be irri-

gated during April, May and June. Consequently to increase the size of the

plantation it is necessary to give less than 2'5 teet so that a larger area than
8.6S7 acres may be watered. Under the present system of irrigating large
blocks it is not possible to give*much less then 2*5 feet at the first watering. In

May 1916 the plantation was watered using the water economically, and it was
found that the 3,300 acres irrigated during the month had received a depth of

2,375 feet. If this figure is taken as the minimum depth of water required and
assuming that in a dry year 946 X 108 cubic feet of water will be supplied
during April June, it will be enough to irrigate 9-.14-1 acres. The area within

compartment boundaries now stands at 9,191 acres so that no increase should be
made unless it is found that economies can be effected by a change in the
method of irrigation.

The only change in method of irrigation which need be considered is one
which has already been urged by Canal Officers and is mentioned by

'

Mr. D'Arcy in para. 31 of his working plan, namely,
"
to sub -divide the com-

partments and to water each sub-division as quickly as possible." Arrange-
ments have been made to try this method of irrigating and if by it water can
be economised the Maujoki Jand Extension, should be sown up and added to the

irrigated area. Since 2 acres watered once a year will give a bigger yield than
1 acre watered twice as much or twice as often, every endeavour should be
made to make the water go as far as possible. It must, however, be remember-
ed that if the amount of water given is cut down below a certain point, in a

dry year a second watering would be necessary to keep the trees alive, and it is

quite possible that if less than 2
-

37 feet of water is given to the plantation one 1

irrigation in a. dry year will be insufficient. If this proves to be the case it is

obvious the area of *the plantation cannot be extended without more water
however economically it may be used.

51. The bvldars or permanent labour staff employed in Changa Manga.

Work of the
"

July -V

. , I Stubbing out Mna and other weeding work. Opening

\
trenches.

September )

October "\

> Clearing roads and repairing quarters-
November )

December
");

January i

Clearing silt, repairing channels and passels. Opening-

February f
trenches,

March J

April ")

May [ Irrigation, opening trenches, stubbing out Mna.
June )

52. The following works will of course be carried out annually if re-

quired as hitherto in

Repairs to roads,

Repairs to buildings.

Up-keep of rest-house compound- and wells*

Clearing silt from khdls aad channels.
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5?. On the average the following annual revenue, expenditure and

surplus may be expected from Changa Manga :

ForecMt of the financial remits of work

ing.
Revenue.

Rs.

Sale of timber from 470 acres at 80 cubic feet sissoo and 50 cubic feet

mulberry per acre at Be. 0-12-0 and Be. 0-10-0, respectively, say
RB. 90 per acre ... ... ... ,., 42,300

Sale of firewood from 470 acres at 4,000 cubic feet stacked per
acre of thick wood and 750 cubio feet stacked per acre of thin

wood at RB. 8 per C cubic foot and Rs. 16 per M cubic foot

stacked respectively, Bs. 332 per acre ... ... ...1,56,040

Sale of firewood from three thinnings each over 470 acres at Bs. 1,600
cubic feet stacked per acre at Bs. 5 per C cubic foot ... 37,600

Local sales of timber and firewood ... ... ... 1,000

Grazing in the unplanted area ... ... ... 2,500

Miscellaneous (compensation, rent of shops, etc ) ... ... 560

Total revenue ... 2,40,000

Expenditure.

Cost of cutting and carrying to dep6t 61,109 cubic feet of timber

at Be. 0-1-6 per cubic foot, say ... ... ... 5,750

Cost of cutting and carrying to and restacking in depfit of 2,984,500
cubic feet stacked firewood .at Bs. 12 +2-8-0 + 0-12-0 per M
cubic foot, say ... ... ... ... ... 45,500

Cost of laying and repairing tramline ... ... ... 2,000

Cost of 4 watchers in the depflt and other dep6t expenses ... 700

Cost of upkeep of roads ... ... ... ... 850

Cost of up-keep of buildings ... ... ... ... 700

Cost of up-keep of compounds including irrigation charges ... 500

Water rate for the plantation ... ... ... ... 18,000

Up-keep charges of the plantation (labour on watering, clearing silt,

etc.) ... .,. ... ... ... 6,000

Establishment (average of the last 19 years, excluding divisional office

charges), say ... . ... ... ... ... 6,000

Total expenditure ... 86,000

Surplus ... ... ],54,000

Abstract of Prescriptions.

Fellings, coppice with standards

Thinnings

Replacement of standards ...

Cleaning and weeding

Reopening irrigation trenches

Restocking blanks

Straightening roads

Upkeep of roads, buildings, wells, ftc.

Clearing silt from irrigation channels

Para, of the

Working
Plan.

86

42
40
45
46

47
48
52

id.

Countersigned.

H. P. TOLLINTON,

Deputy Commiaioner, Lahore.

September 1916,

B. N. PABKEB,

Deputy Contervator of Foretit.

Approved. Approved.

H. A. CASSON. MlLEg

Commitsioner, Lahore, Stnior &y * Me ^n'< <"*"*r*'

20M September 1916. /*/"-
Jflwifl917.



APPENDIX I

STATEMENT OF FINAL FELLINGS PRESCRIBED IROM
1916-17 to 1935-36.
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APPENDIX I.

Statemtnt of final felling* preioribtd from 1916-17 to 1935-36.

Tew. :



iii

Statement of final fellings prescribed from 1916 17 to 1935-36 concluded.

Tear,
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APPENDIX II.

Deteription of compartmentt.

a
v.

ABBI.

Description of the growing stock.

10

11

13

IS

1'

II

1

84-6

74'0

79-0

135-2

62-0

68-4

72-0

1187

91-6

110-8

163-4

267-8

114-0

86'6

67-6

63-6

1-2

28

24-6

85"8

74"0

79'0

1SB'2

g2'0

98'4

74-9

148'2

8-0

110'6

168'4

357-8

86'g

157-6

Standards ; largely attacked by fungus. Coppice ; mulberry with a good
deal of Acacia Farnesiana, some Per ian lilac and other species.
Growth poor in a strip alonif the eastern edge of the compartment,
good elsewhere. Mulberry was cut back for two years after felling in

1897-98 to favour siisoo but there is now insufficient aUsoo to replace
the standards.

Standards ; better than in compartment 1 and fungus not conspicuous.

Coppice ; as for compartment 1 but without Acicia Faruesiana.

Standards ; good, little signs of fungns. Coppice ; good, mulberry wit.h

snme Persian lilac and very little sissoo. Mulberry was cut back to

favour sissoo for two years following felling in 1897-98.

Standards ; as for compartment 4. Coppice ; good in the east and centre
more open towards the west. Nearly aa much Persian lilac a mulberry,
sissoo rather more th m in compartments 1-3. .Mulberry was cut back
for two years after fellings in 1898-99.

Standards; rather poor and many attacked by fungus. Coppice; rather

open in places, towards the east the growth has recently suffered from
want of water, the western end is largely stocked with pHullai. More
Persian lilac than mulberry with a good deal of s ssoo in places. Mul-

berry was cut back for two years after felling in 1898-99.

Standards; as for compartment 6. Coppice ; fairly good, mulberry with

good deal of Persian lilac and lissoo. Open towards the north and
here largely sissoo.

Standards ; poor, some attacked by fungus. Coppice ; fairly complete
except towards the north, but the growth is rather pjor. A fair

amount of eissoo and only a little Persian lilac. The blank is due

mostly to low ground and can be stocked by bunding off excess water.

Standarda; few in number and very poor. Many have been damaged by
fire. Coppice good on the whole bit rather open at the north and
south ends. A fair amount of sissoo and some Persian lilsc. 22 "5

acres is occupied by the sale dopot, etc.

Standards ; rery few and poor at the western end where many are dead or

dying of fungus ; fairly good in th? centre and east. Coppice ;

nearly fully stocked but growth v^ry poor towards the west. Some
Persian lilac and a little eiasoo aud phulai.

Standards ; short and branchy. Coppice ; good on the whole. A fair pro-

portion of sissoo aud a little Persian lilac. In the western end the

growth is very open and sissoo aud mulberry are both dying off leaving
a few p/tulai sud jand.

Standards; rather poor, several attacked by fungus. Coppice ; very open
at the western end. good in the ce a tre and east. Sissoo scanty, some
Persian lilac and towards the wat nhulai and iani. The blank ws
formerly a depdt site. It should bd planted up when the compartment
is felled or kept for Bites for shops, etc.

Standards; good, a few attacked by fungus. Coppice; good but some-

what open towards the north-west boundary. Sissoo quite insufficient

to replace standards.

Standards ; as for compartment 12. Coppice; practically pure"mulberry

fully stocked but backward in diameter growth.

Standards j as for compartment 12. Coppice ; good, a good proportion of

sueoo, but fungus is killing off many well grown coppice shoots.

Standards; rather short and branchy, many attacked by fungus. Coppice;
good, mulberry with Tory little sitsoo.

63-6 Standards ; fair, many fcsvc been killed by fungus. Coppice ; poor and

open but a good proportion of sissoo in places.

17



Description of eomparlmentt continued.
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Description of compartments continued.

1
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Detcription of ecmpartments continued.

1
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Description of compartments continued.
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Deicriytion of compartment~concluded.

1
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APPENDIX III.

Litt of ipeeiet found growing wild or planttd in the CJiatga Manga plantation.

T=tree; S=shrub; C=olimber TT= undershrub.

C.

C.

C.

s.

T.

T.

U.

U.

tr.

u,

TT.

S.

T.

T.

T.

Cocculus Lereba, DC.

Meniipermacets.

... Common in dry places.

Oapparidacece.

Mserua arenaria, Hk. f. and Th. ... In dry places.

Cadaba indica, Lamk. ... ... Litto.

Capparis aphylla, Roth. ... ... Ditto.

Tamaricacecz.

\

Tamarix articulata, Vahl ... ... Planted.

Halvacea.

Bombax malabaricum, DC. ...

Abutilon bidentatam, Hochst.

Abutilon ramosum, Guil. and Perr.

Sida spinosa, Linn. ...

Urena lobata, Linn. ,i

Malvastram tricuspidainm, Gray

... Self-sown in the plantation.

... Common fibre used for ropes. Vem
pathrfka.

... Scarce.

Very common.

... In moist shady places;

... An American plant, abundant in shady
placet.

Tiliacea.

Qrewia populifolia, Vahl. '..'.

T.

T.

S.

U.

T.

U.

Mel 'acece.

Melia Azedarach, Linn.

Cedrela Toona, Eoxb.

Zizyphvis Jujuba, Lamk.

Rhamnacea;.

Zizyphus nummnlaria, W. and A.

Ampelidacece.

Vitis trj folia, Linn.

Legumi&oscB.

Dalbergia Sissoo, Boxb.

Robinia Psead-acacia, Linn. ...

Butea frondosa, Roxb.

Desmodium gaugeticum, DC.

Cassia Fistula, Linn.

Cassia occidentalis, Lirn.

In dry places, rot common.

Regenerates freely from seed. The Per-

sian lilac.

Does not do well as it suffers from heat,
cold and drought.

Takes up much room and is slow in

growth.

Very common in dry places.

Common.

Does badly, a very few specimens now left.

Does badly and remains a shrub.

Grows slowly and suffers much from frost.

Abundant and usually an annual.



. Lilt of tpefiei found growing wild or planted tn the Changa Manga Plantation contd,

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

S.

T.

S.

S.

S.

u.

T.

S.

c.

c.

T.

S.

C.

c.

S.

u.

S.

T.

S.

S.

Leguminoste conoid.

Parkinsonia aculeate, Linn. ... Planted mainly on the canal bank.

Albisiia Lebbek, Benth.

Acacia modesta, Wall.

Acacia leucophlcea, Willd.

Acacia arabica, Willd.

Suffers from frost when young.

Growth very slow.

In dry places.

Suffers greatly from frost and is difficult

to grow.

In dry places.

Mainly on the canal bank, planted and
self-sown.

Introduced by water.

Acacia Faruciiana, Willd.

Prosopis spicigera, Linn.

ProBOpis glandnlosa, Tor*.

Mimosa rnbicaalis, Lamk.

Compotitts.

Plnche* Unoeolata, Oliv. ... In dry places, common. Vern. retham.

Plumbaginncea.

Plumbago zeylanica, Linn. ... Common in shady places.

Salvadoracecs.

... In dry places only.

Aeclepiadacea.

... Gets frozen to the ground each winter.

... Very common.

Pentetropis spiralis, Dene. ... Common in dry places.

Boraginacece.

Salvadora oleoides, Dene.

4

Calotropis procera, R. Fr.

Dtemia extensa, B. Br.

Cordia Myza, Linn.

Ehretia aspera, Boxb.

... A few Bendlings in the plantation. Suffers bad-

ly from frost.

... In dry places.

Gonvolvulatea.

Rivea hypocrateriformis, Chois. ... Common in dry places .

Ipomoea sinuate, Ortega. ... A South American plant. Not common.

Solanaeece.

So'anam verbascifolium, Linn. Introduced by canal water.

Lyciom europaenm, Linn. ^. CononxJn in dry places.

Withania somnifera, Dnnal.

Bignoniacea.

Tecoma undulata, G. Don ... A very few plants left. Small and shrubby.

Verbenacees.

Gmelina arborea, Linn. ... A few specimens only.

Callicarpa macrophylla, Vahl. ... Self-sown.

Clerodendron phlomidis, Linn. /. 7T. Fairly common in rather dry places.
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List of*peM /onJ growing wild or planted in the Changa Manga Plantation conoid.

T.

a

T.

T.

S.

6.

T.

T.

8.

T.

T.

fl.

T.

0.

Salsola fcetida, Delile.

Sapinra sebiferum, Boxb.

Rioinns commniiia, Linn.

Moms alba, Linn.

Celtis anstralis, Linn.

Fiona hispida, Linn. f.

Ficus palmata, Forsk.

Ficns glomerata, Eozb.

Ficus religiosa, Linn.

Dbregeasia Bypolenca, Wedd.

Saliz tetrasperma, Boxb.

Salix babjlonica, Linn.

Asparagus giacilis, Baker

Phoenix sp.

Ephedra foliata, Boies.

Chenopodiacecf.

... In dry places only.

Euphorbiacea.

... Does well only near water.

... Found mainly near water-oounee.

"Urticacea,

... A few self-sown seedlings only.

... Introduced by canal, suffers much from froet.

... Common.

... Mainly found near water,

... A few specimens only.

... Introduced by water.

Salicacea.

... Planted.

... Planted.

Liliacea.

... In dry places.

Palma,

... A few small self-sown plants .

Onetacece,
*

... Common in dry places.
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APPENDIX V.

Statement showing the areas irrigated in Changa Manga during the years
1896-97 to 1915-16.

Tear.
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